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Data Logger

How To

Bluetooth Communication
Bluetooth Low Energy (LE) communication module is used as an alternative for all activities 
allowed with USB connection including configuration and data retrieval.

The Bluetooth LE logger connects only during an advertising period. Consistent with 
Bluetooth LE usage, the logger is usually configured to advertise intermittently on a schedule. 
The advertising schedule is programmable considering convenience of data access and 
conservation of battery life; either can break the connection manually or automatically in the 
case of weak signal loss. The logger can be configured to advertise continually but a USB 
power source is recommended.

Bluetooth LE is not the same as standard Bluetooth. It is not paired and will not show up in 
a Bluetooth device scan. Bluetooth LE is only seen by Monarch Instrument’s free Track-It™ 
DataLogger Software and Track-It™ Transporter App for Android devices. 

How to enable Bluetooth LE using Track-It DataLogger Software:
1. Install free download.
2. With software running and pressure logger connected, click on the Read Config tab.

http://www.monarchserver.com/Files/Software/Track-It_Software.zip


3. Click on the Bluetooth LE tab. 4. Check Enable Advertising
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5. Click Send Config.

NOTE:  Having Bluetooth continually advertise will have a significant impact on battery life. It is 
recommended to have Bluetooth enabled on the device and not set BLE to SCHD. In this 
configuration, Bluetooth will only advertise for approximately 10 seconds whenever any 
button is pressed. Start the Track-It Transporter app and press a button to allow display 
of the device, then connect to it. Using the Bluetooth in this manner should have minimal 
impact on battery life. 

Bluetooth is now enabled on the pressure 
logger. Although Bluetooth is enabled on the 
device, advertising is not turned on.  

Enabling advertising on data logger:
First press the LEFT arrow   and hold while 
the MENU button is pressed. Press the MENU        
button       repeatedly until BLE is displayed in 
the lower text; the upper text will display DIS. 
Release both buttons and press the RIGHT 
arrow . Upper text will now display SCHD. 
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